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Brent Phllipsen, a recent graduate, has worked as a chemistry lab assistant since his sophomore year.
Natural science majors get plenty of
hands-on experience before they graduate
Sally Jongsme cultures for experiments. And they hold
evening review sessions before quizzes, tests,
and exams.
Most mathematics assistants are graders.
Although professors grade the tests, the assis-
tants grade many daily assignments. Since pro-
fessors conld not keep up with grading all daily
assignments for several classes, they provide
an answer key to a course grader. The lab
assistants' work not only helps faculty, but also
helps students in the class have a better sense
of how they are doing as they go along.
Secondary education math majors often serve
as tutors for ASK 50, a course designed for stu-
dents who enter college without having met all
mathematics requirements.
Student assistants in other departments such
as physics, agriculture, computer science, envi-
ronmental studies, and engineering perform
similar tasks, but may also have other responsi-
bilities. Ag students work at the Agriculture
Stewardship Center. An engineering student is
currently learning a new software package to
see if it will be helpful for the department to
order. Environmental studies assistants may,
among other things, drive a van for field trips.
Students are expected to take responsibility,
but are also given direction by their professors.
Dr. Arnold Sikkema, who teaches physics, has
his lab assistants do the lab in advance of the
class and set up equipment for the session. But
Sikkema also meets with them to help antici-
pate difficulties that might arise during a lab.
He sometimes assigns additional reading so the
assistants are very familiar with the subject,
and he gives them guidelines for what to do
and what not to do so they are not caught off
guard or unable to help students having diffi-
culty. Although Sikkema comes in and out of
the lab throughout the afternoon, assistants are
responsible for much of the session. Assistants
not only answer questions, they also ask ques-
tions of students to make sure they understand
what is going on.
Chemistry Professor Carl Fictorie has com-
piled a forty-page training manual for his lab
assistants that spells out many of their duties
and the procedures they must follow. The
chemistry department also holds a training ses-
sion at the beginning of each year and, like
physics, holds weekly meetings to discuss
upcoming labs.
Mathematics professors meet with their
graders early in the semester to help them
know what to look for and how to assign
points to problems worked. The professor not
only provides a key of solutions for each
assignment, but also confers regularly with the
grader.
Each semester more than two dozen stu-dents assist their professors in the natu-ral science division. In the process, they
earn money, gain experience, expand their
resumes, and learn their subject matter better.
Each department in the division hires its
better students to serve as assistants. The num-
ber of students involved and exactly what they
do varies from one department to the next, but
most have similar responsibilities: they serve
as lab assistants, hold problem solving ses-
sions, grade daily assignments, or tutor other
students. In chemistry, most student assistants
help supervise labs, since so many science
majors require introductory chemistry classes.
They answer questions, help other students
with experiments, and grade lab reports. They
also prepare chemicals for the labs, set up
equipment, grade classroom homework, and
lead weekly help sessions.
Most biology student workers also serve as
lab assistants. Although Dr. Delmar Vander Zee
is present in his labs to interact with students
while they are working, he says that student
assistants are invaluable for helping individuals
or small groups of students progress through
the lab. Assistants also get instruments ready,
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"I get to take part in and guide students in
their discoveries. It gives me ideas and a
glimpse of what I might be able to do in the
future in my own classroom to explain differ-
ent ideas."
Senior Tricia Van Dyk from Sioux Center
also enjoys being a lab assistant. "The best
part about it is being able to be a part of the
learning process," she says. "Sometimes I
have the privilege of explaining something in
a way that allows them to understand it for
the first time."
Fictorie adds, "By having to explain to
students who may not understand a concept,
the student assistant develops skills of speak-
iug clearly, articulately, and hriefly."
De long feels that his student graders ben-
efit by getting a better sense of what can go
wrong in doing problems. As they tutor, they
must try different ways of teaching and
explaining to get students to understand a
concept. For future teachers, seeing where
students have difficulty in understanding cer-
tain topics and concepts is invaluable.
The list of benefits can be even longer.
Such "soft skills" as reviewing literature,
managing a schedule, and ordering supplies
are also important-and marketable, too, says
De Boer. Chemistry Professor Ed Geels adds
that professors get better acquainted with
their assistants, which usually results in better
letters of recommendation for jobs or gradu-
ate school.
But student leamers benefit, too, Bajema
points out. "TAs empathize with other stu-
dents and can often communicate at a level
that helps learning. It seems easier for a stu-
dent to ask a fellow student for help."
Vandermeer believes that having someone
relatively close in age assist and encourage
students to do their best is a good thing.
But despite all of these practical benefits,
Van Dyk sums up why she enjoys the work
she does: "No matter how much someone
thinks she hates physics. when she under-
__ -"s!!tandssomething new, it is exciting."
Junior Pam Vandermeer hopes to use what she has learned as a lab assistant as she begins to teach high school
science next year.
Continued from page one
Obviously student assistants need to be
carefully chosen. Most professors begin by
looking at students who do well in their
conrses. They look for people in their major
or a related major who have taken the course
they will be assisting with and for people who
seem to have a good understanding of the
subject.
"It's very informal," says Fictorie. But
the effort to find good assistants is worth it
since many continue as lab assistants through
college.
Agriculture Professor Duane Bajema says
he looks for people who have good communi-
cation and organizational skills as well-and
people who will follow through on assign-
ments.
It's not always easy. In engineering, find-
ing assistants is sometimes difficult, says Dr.
Doug De Boer, since many seniors work part-
time in off-campus jobs. "Often the depart-
ment cannot find all the people we want,"
says De Boer. But working as a student assis-
tant benefits more than professors.
''Teaching is always the best way to leam
material," says Sikkema. He's convinced that
his assistants leam their subject much better
than they would if they didn't have to present
it to others.
"I find that every year I leam new things
as I teach--even in courses I've taught many
times before," he says. Junior Pam
Vandermeer from Calgary, Alberta, who plans
to teach physics and science in high school, is
one of Sikkema's lab assistants. She says that
the content of courses she's already taken
doesn't just lie dormant in her mind because
she is pushed to find new and understandable
ways to explain it to others.
students, staff, administrators, and alumni of
Dordt College. In fact, that was all the more
remarkable because the evaluators themselves
did not necessarily share Dordt College's con-
viction that biblical perspective must pervade
all we do. For instance, none of the evaluators
came from other Reformed institutions nor
were any of them affiliated with any evangeli-
cal colleges or universities. Yet they all were
struck that to a remarkable degree Dordt
College is a community with a common vision
and purpose-aud extraordinarily dedicated to
seeing that purpose carried out well.
To be sure, we ought not to ignore the
flaws they found. After all, we surely wouldn't
want some contemporary Robert Burns looking
at us from behind and missing the strong
quality of our college just because of some
little bug crawling on our clothes.
But still we should take heart that when a
team of higher education experts makes a visit
looking for the bugs at Dordt College, they
leave having seen the greater purpose for
which we exist and being genuinely impressed
with the quality of a college that really is dedi-
cated to the glory of God.
So, even though assessment and evaluation
are partof the routine in any institution of
higher education, when those assessments tum
out to be encouraging, we need to celebrate and
use that encouragement as an impetus to do
even better in the future, always remembering
our college motto, Soli Deo Gloria-to God
alone be all the glory.
From the president _
Dr. Carl E. Zylstra
What gratified me
most was their evalua-





As others see us
nwasthe 18th century Scottish poet RobertBurns who said it best: "0 wad someower the giftie gie us to see oursels as
ithers see us!" Or, in loose translation, "0
would some Power the gift now give us, to see
ourselves as others see us!"
Bums wrote his poem, "To a Louse," after
being struck one Sunday by the fact that even
an extraordinarily well-dressed woman sitting
in front of him in church had, unknown to her.
a little louse crawling through ribbons of her
hat. Indeed, while this matron had done her
best to look just a cut above everyone else,
what others sitting behind her noticed most
was not her finery, but the same sort of louse
that would afflict the most ill-clad beggar on
the street.
Robert Burns then observes that if only we
could see ourselves clearly as others do, that in
itself would "from many a blunder free us."
Actually, that sort of wisdom lies at the
heart of the educational process. That's one
reason why evaluation and assessment are
imbedded throughout our Dordt College com-
munity. Professors assess and clarify for stu-
dents their progress-or lack of progress as the
case may be. Similarly, students are given
opportunity to assess professors and their work
at the end of every course. Student Services
staff call students' attention to areas of growth
needed in their personal and social develop-
ment. And an extensive program of staff evalu-
ation ensures that every administratorand staff
person, including the president, gets at least an
annual review of how their efforts are per-
ceived by those around them.
Another opportunity for us as a college to
see ourselves as others see us comes through
regular external review by outside accrediting
agencies. The most significant of these is a
once-a-decade review by the North Central
Association that gives us our overall and
nationally recognized accreditation as a
college. This was the year for our decennial
review.
And, although the review team has made
its visit and is now completing its work, the
regulations governing the process prohibit the
college from publicizing any of their conclu-
sions until the report is reviewed and made
official some months from now. However, I
can give you the (really big) hint that I am very
pleased and actually pretty excited about the
general observations and outcome of the report
as it is being proposed.
I can reflect also on some general
thoughts and impressions that the team shared
while they made their visit. True, they found
what Burns described as a "louse" here and
there; that is, aspects of onr college life that we
really do need to improve. At the same time
they observed that most of the problem areas
they identified were areas to which Dordt
College had already alerted them in the reports
we wrote in preparation for their visit.
And what gratified me most was their
evaluation of the sense of mission and common
purpose that they found among the faculty,
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audience. says Van Geest. The artworks need
to have integrity, be of good quality, and be
truthful, she says. It's not always easy to put
into words what that means, but Van Geest
believes that among other things it means that
art should stretch people and expand their
horizons-make them think about things in
new ways.
" An artist should not be afraid to produce
art that communicates something from within
themselves or something about their world,"
says De long. "The artist should display works
that challenge viewers."
Van Geest feels that the show included
some very good works, and students selected
pieces that worked well together. They learned
a great deal about what goes into putting on a
show, including such things as how to think
about the public and the politics of selecting
pieces.
"I think it was a good thing to get our art-
work out beyond the classroom," says
Schippers, "not only to create some name
recognition and help our resumes, but to
emphasize the importance of art within our
communities."
Students in Susan Van Geest's
drawing class:
Front: Lori De Jong, Laura
Schippers, Matt Van Rys
Back: Helena Geels, Reauna De
Haen, Marisa Ten Brink, Van
G_
Drawing class mounts group show in Cherokee
Sally Joegsma
Professor Susan Van Geest's advanceddrawing students gave their artwork legsthis semester when they put on a show
at the Sanford Museum in Cherokee, Iowa.
The opportunity to show their work in
November fell into place early in the semester
for Van Geest and the group of six students.
One of the requirements of the course is that
students show or publish a piece of their work.
Shortly after the semester began, Van Geest
received an invitation from the Sanford
Museum to mount a show there.
"We had just read and discussed an article
titled 'The Function of Artists in Society' by
Timothy Van Laar and Leonard Diepeveen and
talked about the fact that as Christian artists
we can't just make our art and put it in a
closet. We need to share it with our communi-
ties," says Van Geest. So she presented the
opportunity to her students.
"There's always an element of fear
involved in taking your work, which is
personal, and putting it into a public venue,"
says Van Geest. Artists wonder if their work is
good enough, whether people will "get it,"
ignore it, or misinterpret it. She and her stu-
dents talked about those feelings before they
agreed to do the show.
"I was very excited about this opportunity.
I have never had my work in a show other
than on Dordt's campus," says senior Lori De
.. long from Sioux Center. "It was a lot of fun to
see my work matted and framed in a profes-
sional manner."
~ Van Geest and her students also discussed
"r- the many approaches artists take to the
relationship between their art and their
community, and they wrestled with how
they should work as Christian artists in their
communities.
Some artists believe they have no responsi-
bility to their audience. They offer no explana-
tion and do not consider their audience's expe-
rience with art, says Van Geest. She and her
students reject that view, believing that the
Christian artist has something to say to society
and a responsibility to help others understand
the art they view.
"I think artists generally have a different
way of seeing the world. Through our artwork
we can teach others to appreciate the world
around us in a new way," says senior Laura
Schippers from Holland, Michigan.
For Van Geest and her students that meant
producing quality work and sharing it as
clearly as they could. They also wanted to help
their audience understand how to "read" art.
To do that they seJected some realistic pieces
and some more abstract.
"People tend to gravitate to realism.
Sometimes combining realistic and abstract
pieces in a show makes it easier to see which
forms in an abstract work are essential," says
Van Geest. She hopes it helps viewers see that
art has more to do with interpreting than repli-
cating.
Both De long and Schippers selected
pieces that helped the audience see a progres-
sion from realistic to abstract. Schippers chose
a series of drawings of a Des Moines building.
The first was realistic, the second more geo-
metric, and the third an abstraction. De long
chose a series of figure drawings that became
increasingly abstract.
In a further effort to help viewers under-
stand that artistic creation isn't just replication,
the students composed an artists' statement
that they posted at the show.
Putting on a show creates opportunities to
discuss and Jearn for both students and their
Winter 2002
Are you striving tointegrate your Christianfaith in your teaching?
Seeking exciting professional
development opportunities
that fit your busy life?
Dordt College's graduate
program was designed





and instruction in as
few as three summers.
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Math majors Lynn Temple, Carrie Ten Napel, and Jodi Blaukamp gel a feel for what teaching is all about
already in their junior year.
Secondary math
students get an extra
run at student teaching
~~
• Each year's class schedule showsMathematics 11O-College Algebra,and Mathematics 357-Methods of
Teaching Secondary Mathematics, meeting at
the same time, in the same place, and with
the same instructor. It's no mistake by the
registrar's office, though. "It's been happen-
ing forever," says Professor Dennis De long,
I naa to 1<~ncoo~w~wo.kli:~y---:--w='oiSTheillslffiCtOrlisre<Hor 150tli ourses.
The classes meet together and the secondary
mathematics students teach most of the alge-
bra course.
"Its a great opportunity for students to
begin teaching without having to worry about
discipline," says De long. And the course is a
perfect one for them to teach since it is essen-
tially a higher level high school course.
Although De long says the course has
been set up this way since before he came to
Dordt in 1985, he's heard that it originally
began as a solution to a difficult situation. A
math professor became sick and needed
Ilearned so
much more, because
things are done the
way we do them.
Iwish we had to




Marketingconsultants are paid to say good things ahout the organizationthat hires them, but they also help an organization see itself froman outside perspective. A recent marketing audit reveals some
complimentary distinctives for Dordt College.
Stamats Communications listed four academic strengths they fonnd at Dordt:
• Dordt provides an education with a clear national and international
dimension.
• Dordt excels at helping students find career direction in their lives.
• Dordt excels at providing students with multiple and early hands-on
learning opportunities.
• Dordt facnlty members see their role as being mentors, models, and
advisors to their students in helping them discover God's direction for
their lives and careers.
They also listed several other strengths:
• Dordt is a thinking Christian school.
• Learning at Dordt is an ongoing process-a continuum of learning that
occurs inside and outside the classroom and continues for a lifetime.
Dordt's goal is to have its students and staff bring healing and wholeness to
God's creation.
• Dordt believes that knowledge and insight lead to action.
4 Voice
Voice students earn honors
A mong the 550 participants at the NATS
tlcompetition in Cedar Rapids this fall
were twelve Dordt students and their accom-
panists. Two seniors, Rochelle (Van Ry) Senti
from Sioux Center and Tricia Van Ee from
Pella, Iowa. were selected to go on to the
semi-finals. Senti received an honorable men-
tion and Van Ee advanced to the finals. She
then placed second in her division at finals.
Arete
The latest edition of Arete, an online writ-
.1. ing journal from, by, and for the Dordt
community, is available at
http://www.dordt.edu/publications/arete/
The October issue features a chapter from
alumnus Norm Bomer's ('68) recently
released memoir, Sons of the River. Other
alumni contributions include a memoir from
Freda (Kaastra) Hoyle ('94) and the cover art
by Carol (Schoonekamp) Bomer ('70).
someone to cover his After teaching Math 357, I knew that I had
courses. The student- made the right decision to teach high school
taught class began as a math."
temporary measure, but "Teaching College Algebra was one of the
the department was so closest ways I could get to the real thing,"
pleased with the results says Jodi Blaukamp, a senior from Holland,
that it has become a Michigan. "Although it was a lot of work
strength of the program, since we taught seven or eight class periods,
today's faculty believe. we were able to see the whole picture, not
De long typically only writing daily lesson plans, a test, and
has three to five students grading assignments, but also keeping stu-
in the methods class and dents motivated and making them see math as
twenty-five in algebra. fun and useful. Plus, since students taking the
He teaches for the first class were depending on a grade, we worked
quarter of the semester, hard to do our best teaching."
after which the sec- In addition to the regular debriefing ses-
ondary students are sions, De long meets weekly with the teach-
responsible for teaching ing assistants to discuss other issues in sec-
assigned chapters of the ondary teaching. He also has them do some
book. They also make up textbook reviews to prepare them for some of
tests and grade assign- the day-to-day extra tasks all teachers must
ments. But they are not do.
on their own-De long is Sharon Hovestadt from Brantford,
always in the classroom, Ontario, says she enjoyed working with other
and he looks over each students, getting ideas from them for creating
lesson plan and every test a better classroom environment. "Even in
before it is given. He makes sure the Methods teaching a topic I knew well, I learned so
students emphasize the right elements and much more, because I had to know why
present each lesson correctly. He also is things are done the way we do them. I wish
available for questions that arise as the we had to take the course twice."
students are preparing or after their class According to De long, the algebra stu-
sessions are over. dents also do well. "The Math 357 students
On days when they are not teaching, the have done so well that we've had no com-
Math 357 students sit in on the class, meeting plaints," he says, adding, "They usually con-
together afterward to discuss what worked nect very well with the students. We've been
and what didn't and to brainstorm ways to blessed with good (mathematics education)
help each other improve. De long may students. If they aren't, they usually don't
encourage the teacher of the day to try make it that far in the T"-~ ---~ "
another technique or commend them for the De long says he looks at the course as a
approach they took. teaching lab, and he is very positive about its
HIt'sa lot of fun," says De long. "I some- benefits. "This course doesn't just represent a
times feel I shouldn't even get paid for doing grade for secondary ed students," he says. "It
this." is a responsibility for twenty-five people and
Students say they enjoy the class as well. what they are learning."
"Math 357 was a great experience for me," "I would honestly say thatMath 357 was
says semor ynn emjJle from -iil"t'o"'n;;-,----"'t"e~m·co"s,.t=e-::ne=lc;;ci;;;alT:':lclassthat I took at
Illinois. "Itmade me excited about teaching Dordt," says Carrie Ten Napel from Sioux
math. Ever since I have been at Dordt, I have Falls, South Dakota. "Because of it, I now
wavered about my decision to be a math ed feel a lot more confident to enter a class-




Asummer internship led to a gift to thebiology department from Pharmacia
Incorporated, a biotechnology company in
Chicago. The company donated four used,
but still valuable, microtomes after Andrea
Voogt, a Summer intern and spring graduate,
took the initiative and arranged for the dona-
tion. A microtome is used in the study of tis-
sues in histology. It slices and then holds thin
layers of tissue in place so they can be exam-
ined on a microscope slide. The microtomes
are newer than the ones Dordt currently has




Senior laron Vande Hoef recently receivedthe $2000 Sylvia W. Farny Scholarship
from the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Auxiliary. The award is
one of ten presented nationwide. Vande Hoef
received his certificate for the award at an
ASME Student Club meeting held on campus
in early November from Mrs. Marcia Zwiep,
a former president of the Auxiliary. Also
attending was Dr. Donald Zwiep, a former
president of ASME International.
New scholarship funded
The Ron and 10 Ritsema Elementary
.1. Education Scholarship is a new annually-
funded award that will be given to a student
in any class majoring in elementary educa-
tion. The $1000 award is for one year and
requires a minimum GPA of 3.0.
Winter 2002
Ninety-seven percent of
education alums are in
their classrooms
Dorctt education majors have never haddifficulty finding jobs, and this year isno exception. Out of seventy-four grad-
uates, sixty-five have their own classrooms this
falL Seven grads are not looki~[ for positions at
this time, and the other two eit~r turned down a
contract or were limited by a location, says Jo
Faber, Dordt's placement coordinator.
"This speaks well for Dordt's graduates,"
says Faber, "and for Dordt's reputation for pro-
ducing men and women of integrity who
become valued leaders."
New Dordt graduates are teaching in nine-
teen states or provinces and five foreign coun-
tries, according to placement statistics from
Faber's office. The largest number of teachers
has gone to California-fifteen, with Iowa tak-
ing eleven. Five moved to Minnesota, and three
or four have settled in Washington, Colorado,
British Columbia, Illinois, Michigan, and North
Carolina. The others have spread across North
America from Massachusetts to Utah, Florida to
Alberta. New Dordt teachers are also working in
Guam, Japan, Haiti, China, and Korea.
The list of positions submitted by non-educa-
tion 2001 graduates is also extensive. They
range from staff accountants and bookkeepers to
youth ministry personnel and social workers,
from computer consultants and engineers to
human relations personnel and managers.
Overall spring graduates posted a ninety-nine
percent placement rate with eleven percent of
those working in out-of-major jobs.
Faber is very pleased with Dordt students'
success, saying that they are earning a good
reputation. She cites a Southern California
Lilly Fellows Program funds
new mentoring opportunities
Agrant from the Lilly Fellows Programwill fund a new faculty mentoring pro-gram set to begin in the 2002-2003 aca-
demic year. The program will build upon the cur-
rent faculty orientation program begun several
years ago.
Dr. Calvin Jongsma, who wrote the proposal
and will coordinate the program, says, "Grants are
basically start-up money. They give you an
opportunity to begin a program you might not put
money up for initially."
The current program helps acquaint new faculty
members with Dordt's Reformed Christian her-
itage, helps them become more familiar with
Dordt's educational philosophy and its approach
to general education, attempts to deepen their
understanding of how to approach education from
a Reformed perspective, helps hone teaching
skills, and tries to establish a sense of community.
New faculty members attend a seminar at
which these topics are' discussed, but they are also
encouraged to team up with a mentor, chosen
from one of the more experienced faculty mem-
bers.
The Lilly grant money will strengthen the sec-
ond component. Second and third year faculty
members will be invited to attend a general edu-
cation course that focuses on religious perspec-
tive. They will meet occasionally with the course
instructor for further discussion, creating a setting
where more focused mentoring can take place.
Both men tee and mentor will be given an hono-
rarium for their participation.
Lilly, a pharmaceutical company, has given
grants to a number of colleges, including
Wartburg and Mount St. Marty.
Costumes are displayed
at ACTF
Five costumes from A StrindbergEvening, performed last spring on
campus, will be displayed at the Lincoln
Festival of the American College Theatre
Festival (ACTF). ACTF began showing the
best costumes in the region in a costume




by Dordt' s cos-
tumer, Esther Van
Eek, will be pre-
sented on the
evening of the final




Agriculture conference to be
held at Dordt next spring
Next spring, Dordt College will host theInternational Conference on Biblical
Holism and Agriculture. The conference,
which is co-sponsored by Food for the
Hungry International, was organized with
the help of agriculture professors Ron Vas
and Robb De Haan.
"We're trying to promote holism in
agriculture," says Vos. "We want to teach
people how to practice their faith in
agriculture." This applies to everyone,
says Vos. He hopes to attract people from
all areas of agriculture, but especially
those involved in rural development in
underdeveloped countries.
Although the conference was planned
recently, it has been years in the making.
Four years ago, Vos and Theology
Professor Wayne Kobes gave keynote
speeches at a conference put on by the
Educational Concerns Hunger Organization
(ECHO). The topic of the presentations was
biblical holism in agriculture, and since
then, Dordt's agriculture department has
been recognized as an authority on the
subject. Later, Food for the Hungry
approached Dordt with the idea of a
conference.
The conference will be held May 14-17,
2002.
Melissa Abee did her student
teaching at Calvin Christian
School in Minneapolis. She now
teaches third graders there.
company that received a Dordt placement book-
let for accounting and business administration
majors. They contacted a student, flew him out
to interview, and then hired him. A Florida com-
pany that had previously hired a Dordt graduate
offered to fly out any interested candidates from
this year's class to look at their company. They
hired both of the graduates who came out to
interview.
As graduates get into more and more compa-
nies, they are finding that the reputation of
alums who have been there before are one of
their best selling points, says Faber.
Lacrosse takes
campus by storm
" ~ndrew De- Young
Sporting events have always provided anenjoyable diversion for students at Dordt,and this year, they are getting something
completely new: lacrosse. The intense, fast mov-
ing game has long been popular on the east coast,
but has recently gained a large following on
Dordt's campus. Lacrosse is a club sport, and this
season is only its second year on Dordt's campus.
Every game draws a large crowd, for a vari-
ety of reasons. Many students go because it is
something they have never seen before.
Freshman Cindy Van Maanen says, "I like the
lacrosse games because they are a new experi-
ence for me. It's interesting and fun to watch."
Sophomore Reid Rozeboom enjoys the
intensity. "There's plenty of physical contact. I
love to see our guys fooling them with their spin
moves, and then scoring."
Lacrosse is played by ten players: a goalie,
three defensemen, three midfielders, and three
attack men. The object of the game is to shoot
the ball into the opponent's goal. The ball is
moved using a crosse-a stick with a shaped net
pocket at the end to carry the ball.
The sport presents a variety of challenges for
players. Learning how to use the crosse is the
most difficult part of the game, according to stu-
dent coaches David Slomp and David Vander
Tuin, "It takes quite a bit of time for stick han-
dling to become natural," says Vander Tuin, "but
once it happens a player can work on the finesse
moves that make the game exciting."
The roughness of the game is another chal-
lenge, but it is also what draws people to play the
sport. Freshman Joe Hoksbergen says, "I was
drawn by what looked like a rough game."
Players who play for the intensity haven't been
disappointed. Slomp says, "You don't walk away
from a game without any bruises, and you usually
feel it for a couple of days after the game."
The fans seem to enjoy the intensity, too.
Attendance at games, players say, has been much
better than at other colleges that they have visited.
"Dordt is a great place to play," says Vander
Tuin, "because the fans really get into the game
and support the team. We hope to bring some














Whether they're art majorscarving pumpkinstogether. computer
science majors matching students
for Valentine dates, psychology
students conducting their annual rat
race. or youth ministry majors
attending a conference, a growing
number of students are participat-
ing in clubs that help them become
more involved with their major.
Clubs of various kinds have
come and gone over the years at
Dordt. Some exist for only a short
time---often while a student on
campus with a particular skill is there to give
leadership. Examples have been an archery
club and a dance club. Others have become
institutions themselves-like hockey. But
recently, several "major-related" clubs-the
Art Club, the Psychology Club, and the Youth
Ministry Club-have formed, giving students
more contact with others in their major and
providing them with information that isn't
always available in a regular class.
The new clubs join some long-standing
ones like the business department's FBE Club
for future business executives and the educa-
tion department's FACT Club for future
teachers. The computer science club has been
around for several years, as have three engi-
neering clubs. Like the older clubs, the more
recent ones are student-run, but they have a
faculty sponsor who works with students to




For several years students have gotten acquainted by carving pumpkins together at a beginning-of-the-year social
for art majors.
others in their major
and provide them with
information that isn't
always available in a
regular class.
"
Jaron Vande Boer receives an AS:ME scbolarship at tbe ASME Student Club meeting in November.
Senior Annelle Elgersma from Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, is a student leader of the
Psychology Club. She says psych students
relax and get to know each other beller at
club-sponsored social activities, but they
also hold discussions, often with a professor
leading, that push them to think about and
wrestle with issues in their field. They
recently sponsored a career evening, and each
spring they sponsor an experimental psych
conference at which students share the results
of their research with others in the college
community.
Students in the Computer Club offer
classes. A student who is proficient in a
specialized area shares what he knows with
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others who want to learn. According to stu-
dent organizer Ben Slager, a senior from
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, students in the club
also want to explore how a Christian servant
attitude can be carried out as they use their
technical skills. One way they do this is by
helping orgartize the annual computer pro-
gramming contest for area high schools. They
also occasionally tour companies to see how
the technology they are studying is used. And
then there are game nights where members
get together to play networked computer
games together-s-and enjoy each other's com-
pany.
FACT Club coordinator Senior Aaron
Jansen from Tucson, Arizona, says the c[ub's
emphasis on putting students in contact with
children meets an important need.
"Future teachers need experience with
kids because that is their greatest fear," he
says. The club sponsors a "Kids on Campus"
day and also brings in professionals to talk
about various topics such as dealing with dis-
abilities.
The clubs broaden students' education and
allow them to form small communities of
support. Many students find this invaluable,
especially in major areas like art. The Art
Club tries to create a community in which
students can grow, and offers opportunities
for them to experience art.
"Because we live in a small community,
where all art is not readily available, it is
important to be involved on a larger scale,"
says club sponsor andArt Professor Susan Van
Gees!. Van Geest is selling up an online site
for students to display their work electronic-
ally and critique one another. She hopes this
will not only help individual students develop
their skills, but also develop their own
electronic portfolio.
Student coordinator Eric Van Wyk from
Sioux Center plans to schedule a trip to
museums in Minneapolis later this year to
help inspire ideas and create a broader dis-
cussion about the arts. Art majors regularly
have an annual "introduction to the depart-
ment" social at which, among other things,
they use their artistic skills for carving pump-
kins.
The FBE regularly brings in business peo-
ple to talk to students, but also sponsors trips
to areas with a range of large businesses and
Dordt alumni. "Seeing an operation physically
is different than learning through classroom
lectures," says club sponsor and business pro-
fessor Art Attema. "We see marketing con-
cepts we learn in class put into action."
When club members traveled to Minneapolis
last spring, students also planned a luncheon
with area alums to ask questions and make
connections.
The engineering clubs are all related
to professional organizations within the
field of engineering, putting students in
contact with professionals working in the
field. Those interested in electrical engineer-
ing belong to a student branch of IEEE
(The Institute for Electrical and Electronics
Engineers). At a recent meeting they
discussed the potential for using wind
energy to generate electricity. Majors
interested in mechanical engineering join
ASME (The American Society of Mechartical
Engineers) or ASHRAE (The American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-
conditioning Engineers). At the regional
ASHRAE meeting last month, the speaker
discussed variable frequency drives and
their many applications in heating and
cooling systems.
Establishing support and a sense of cama-
raderie is an important part of club activities
for many of the groups. Senior Kim
Stiemsma from Randolph, Wisconsin, says of
the Youth Ministry Club, "This club allows
people that want to be involved in youth min-
istry to learn more about it and find support
in it. Many students would like to be
involved in youth ministry some day but not
in a full-time position. This club is great for
that."
Twenty-four students recently returned
from a convention put on by Youth
Specialties at which they learned about issues
and concerns in youth ministry. The club
helped organize the trip and serves as a
forum for discussion of issues raised at the
convention.
Fitting another activity into an already
busy college schedule isn't always easy, but
club leaders report that while membership is
somewhat fluid, events generally draw
between fifteen and thirty students, depend-
ing on the activity planned. Most seem to
appreciate the opportunity to meet informally
and talk with others in their major.
"It provides opportunities for discussion
of topics that don't get covered in class,"
says Elgersma of the Psychology Club.
Slager adds, "It's a lot of fun, and it's
great to meet with others who have the same




bears fruit several years later
Sally'
APhoto arrived in the mail with acheck to Dordt College last month.The short note attached read, "I want
to thank Dordt professors and engineering
stndents for designing the children's
wheelchair. God is good and so are yon."
Carmencita Lncia, the young girl pho-
tographed in the wheelchair, was the first
child to receive a wheelchair manufactured
by Hope Haven of Rock Valley, Iowa. The
chair is based on a design initially done two
years ago by four Dordt senior engineering
students.
The idea for the project evolved slowly,
says Mark Hnbers ('99). He and Trevor
Mentink, Panl Taatjes, and Micah Vardeman
made up the tearn who did the original design
of the chair for their senior design project.
"We had no idea what we were going to
do for our senior design project." Hubers
says. Someone suggested looking to Hope
Haven, a local organization that serves peo-
ple with disabilities, so Hubers met with
Mark Richard from Hope Haven to talk about
possible projects.
Looking around the warehouse, Richard
and Hubers passed a pile of donated
wheelchair parts and steel. Five years earlier
the organization had begun a program to
repair and supply wheelchairs to disabled
people around the world. Although Hope
Haven had since received a great deal of steel
to repair wheelchairs, it hadn't used much of
it since the steel doesn't usually wear out.
Richard and Hubers also found plenty of
other parts that could be used to build
wheelchairs.
"We really needed children's wheel-
chairs," says Richard. He notes that a higher
percentage of children in developing coun-
tries have disabilities.
"When people and organizations request
wheelchairs, they typically ask for up to forty
percent to be children's chairs," Richard says.
Hope Haven often had trouble supplying
twenty percent.
The four Dordt students began designing
a wheelchair out of the donated parts.
According to Hubers, the original chair was
made out of all donated parts except for a
few fasteners and a bit of plastic. That proto-
type, built by the tearn of students, cost about
seventeen dollars to bnild after using donated
material.
In addition to a concern for economy, the
students had to design something that would
be easy to ship and assemble._ Shipping chairs
unassembled costs much less because they
can be packed in smaller spaces. The students
made the seat and back as well as the wheels
removable, but easy to reassemble.
The tearn also made some adjustable parts
so that the chair could grow with the chil-
dren. The footrest and the seats could be
resized with a few spare parts, some simple
tools, and the help of Hope Haven workers
who deliver the chairs.
"We needed an inexpensive, sturdy chair
that would be easy to manufacture from
donated parts with donated labor, and that
would also be easy to ship and assemble,"
says Hubers.
Although it took a year to get the first one
made, the chairs-with some minor design
changes-are now being manufactured by
Hope Haven volunteers in the small Iowa
town of Ireton. Carmencita's chair was the
first one shipped, but eighty more were made
with the donated materials the students
found in the warehouse. Since then, a local
donor has supplied more parts to keep the
manufacturing process going. Richard says
they recently sent about forty chairs to a
children's hospital in Nairobi, Kenya, and
thirteen to Uzbekistan. Since 1994 they have
sent more than 22,000 wheelchairs of all
sizes to more than seventy countries. Today
they are better able to supply tbe necessary
numbers of children's chairs with the adult
chairs.
The students benefited from the experi-
ence, too. In addition to the satisfaction of
helping supply wheelchairs to children who
need them, the project taught Hubers to
"think outside the box," as he says. "We were
given the materials and conditions with
which to work, and we had to find a solu-
tion." That experience stays with them, even
-
Carmendta Lucia and her grandmother received the first tbiJd~'s wheelchair designed by Dordt
engineering majors.
though they have spread around the world
since then. Hubers currently works for an
information technology consulting company
in Seattle, Mentink for an engineering fmn in
Sioux Center, Taatjes for the United States
Navy in Washington, and Vardeman for
Sauer Danfoss in Denmark.
But, Cannencita Lucia and her grand-
mother, with whom she lives since her
mother died, and other children around the
world feel the benefits even more.
That prototype,
built by the team of
DORDT students, cost aboutCOLLEGE
seventeen dollars toCOMPTROLLER OPENING DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE AND BUSINESS SUPPORT
Dordt College is seeking a Comptroller to manage and direct
campus-wide accounting systems and procedures, accountability
structures, and internal controls for the college. Reporting to
the Vice President for Business Affairs, this person will be
responsible for internal and external financial reporting, tax
compliance, the external audit, and various other duties.
Candidates should possess a four-year degree in Accounting,
Finance, or Administration with a minimum of five years of
related experience or an equivalent combination of education,
experience and training. A CPA is desired. Candidates should
possess excellent mathematical and research skills, strong writ-
ten and verbal communication skills, and basic leadership skills
for managing staff members. Strong computer skills including
knowledge of Excel spreadsheet applications is desired.
Dordt College is seeking a Director of Corporate and Business Support to
plan and coordinate the solicitation of gift support from corporations and busi-
nesses and for fund raising and donor cultivation in assigned geographical
areas. Reporting to the Vice President for College Advancement, this person
will be primarily responsible for maintaining information on corporations and
businesses for current and future college relations programs. Duties also
include overseeing the Dordt Development Foundation, soliciting for the Iowa
College Foundation, directing current programs, and developing new programs
to strengthen the support the college receives.
Candidates should possess a four-year degree with a minimum of three
years related experience or an equivalent combination of education, experience,
and training. Strong verbal and written communication skills are desired,
including the ability to speak to groups of people. Candidates should also pos-
sess good computer skills, and coordination skills necessary for scheduling and
organizing activities and events.
Qualified candidates with a personal commitment to a Reformed, biblical faith and the mission of Dordt College should forward a letter of
application and resume to Susan Droog, Director of Human Resources at Dordt College, 498 Fourth Ave NE, Sioux Center, IA 51250
Phone: (712) 722-6017. A review of all applications will begin immediately and continue until the position is filled.






Dr. John Visser's (top left) twenty-eight students came from countries in Africa, South Asia, and the Middle East.
Visser and Vander Plaats bring
their courses around the world........ He's been reminded
again that we are Why would two business professorsalready swamped with teachingresponsibilities and grading in one
of Dordt's largest academic departments take
on additional teaching responsibilities?
Because they take their work of training people
to be good Christian business people seriously.
Professors John Visser and Gary Vander
Plaats each spent a week helping World
Vision employees around the world learn
more about financial manage-
ment and accounting in the
past several months. Their
intensive week-long courses
were part of an MBA pro-
gram designed specifically




Visser and Vander Plaats
were tapped as adjuncts
because of their experience
teaching similarly-styled
executive education courses
in the past several years.
World Vision is the largest
non-profit organization in the
world with hundreds of staff
members in many countries
and a budget of over a half a
billion dollars a year. The
courses taught by Vander
Plaats and Visser were part of
a sequence of courses that are
offered in various locations to
keep down costs for earning an MBA and to
allow workers to spend less time traveling.
"It was a great experience to teach a group
of committed Christians focusing on issues
faced by non-profit organizations," said
Visser. "And it was good for us, forcing us to
think outside the box about principles that
have been timed-tested in business, but really
need to be modified for non-profits."
"Non-profits often don't do so well with
numbers," says Visser. They are used to sim-
ply working from a budget-doing what they
can with the money they have. Business
works from different mentality: you need to
increase your expenditures at times to increase
the value of the products and services you are
providing.




Dr. Gary Vander Plaats taught a
course to World Vision employ-
ees in Thailand. He also took
time to experience some of the
culture.
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Students in the program were World
Vision managers and accountants from
many different countries. Vander Plaats
taught in Bangkok to mostly Asian nation-
als. Visser taught in South Africa to people
working in a variety of countries. Nearly all
of the participants worked in their native
countries.
Vander Plaats and Visser went through
topics in financial accounting, management
accounting, and non-profit accounting as
well as operations management and corpo-
rate finance. They used case studies that
would help give managers the tools to
answer questions such as: What are we try-
ing to do in a particular program and are we
doing it well? How do we measure what we
are accomplishing? How do we figure out
the relation between costs and benefits?
The classes met from 8:30 to 5:30 each
day with participants gathering for devotions
before beginning their day. Students often
stayed through lunch and after class to con-
tinue discussions and ask questions in an
attempt to learn as much as they could.
"These were people in their twenties and
thirties identified as bright, ethical Christian
people who should be trained as future lead-
ers," says Visser.
"I was impressed with the level of
Christian commitment demonstrated by peo-
ple in a variety of situations," says Vander
Plaats. Such an atmosphere made it possible
to accomplish a great deal. He adds,
"International experience is always a positive
thing."
Visser agrees. He says being in South
Africa when the United States started bomb-
ing Afghanistan helped him see in a new way
how American decisions affect people in other
countries. Many of his students were deeply
concerned for their families and some debated
whether to go home. It was clear from their
comments that resentment against the United
States spills over into resentment against
~ Christians, especially English-speaking
Christians in the Third World countries.
Both professors say they will take aspects
of their experience into their classrooms at
Dordt, whether that is through a lecture in
GEN 300: Calling Task, and Culture, an eco-
nomic development class, or the senior busi-
ness seminar. And for Visser, the conversa-
tions and interaction he had with his students
fit in perfectly with research he is doing on
wealth creation and the importance of non-
profit organizations in its creation. They also
deepened his understanding of why there are
so many problems in certain countries.
Visser believes that the impact of his and
Vander Plaats' as well as others' teaching will
be felt broadly. Nearly fifty people from twen-
ty-five countries now know something about
Dordt College and what it stands for, he says.
And he's been reminded again that we are part
of a diverse family of God and that we have
much in common with people of other racial,
ethnic, and language groups simply because
we profess and worship the same Lord and
Saviour. That, in addition to everything else,
makes the extra teaching load worth the effort.
Hitchcock becomes Dr. Danny
Dr.Danny Hitchcock, who has been teaching in the psy-chology department since the fall of 2000, successfully
defended his dissertation and was awarded the Ph.D. from
Rutgers University this fall. Hitchcock's dissertation was titled
"The Influence of Emotional and Physiological Activity on
Infant Memory."
Hitchcock says he's been fascinated with how babies
develop since his college days when he did an honor's thesis
involving infants. When he applied to graduate school, he
looked for a place that had a good reputation in the study of
infants. He found that at Rutgers.
For his research Hitchcock observed 100 four-month-
old babies as they learned how to make a ribbon activate a
slide and music show. After they'd learned how to pull the string. the ribbon was disconnected.
Most babies reacted with ftustration and anger. During both situations. Hitchcock observed
facial expressions, tested cortisol levels through a saliva test, and measured heart rate to
determine what happens to children as they learn. The objective was to find out whether the
amount of emotion observed during the learning process influenced memory.
Hitchcock found that although sixty percent of the babies remembered how to make the
ribbon activate the slides and music, one week later, those who had shown the most anger
and the most extreme heart rate during learning were least likely to remember how to play
the game. He concludes that high levels of stress disrupt memory. He was happy to find that
despite the fact that most babies became frustrated, none were affected strongly enough to
raise their cortisol levels as would happen in a traumatic event.
Hitchcock hopes to continue his research on babies' learning in the years ahead. developing
a baby studies research program in which his students can participate. He plans to develop lab
components for his Cognitive Psychology, Learning Theory, and Physiological Psychology
classes that will allow collaborative research for students in his classes.
"This could create a great opportunity for individual psychology majors who plan to go on
to graduate school and want some research experience," he says.
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lf ¥~u can buy it, may you have it?
Plumbline
Plumb lines are commentaries written by
people from the Dordt community to
stimulate thinking about issues facing
Christians living in 2002.
lamnot a fan of Rush Limbaugh but whenI am driving, I sometimes listen to fmdout what he and his crowd are saying. I do
the same for those on the other end of the
political spectrum. The topic the day I was lis-
tening concerned the energy shortage in
California. When a caller suggested that we
should work toward conservation, the host
berated him for being short-sighted. Instead,
he said, the only concern was increasing sup-
ply, and since California had not built new
power plants in the last ten years, it deserved
the shortage. .
The main point of this talk show host was
that we should not deprive anyone of buying
anything they can afford. People have a right
to spend their hard-earned money in whatever
way they choose-it is America after all. That
is what he said.
I am getting tired of hearing that the
money people receive is always "hard-
earned." That is loaded language.
•
Individualism is regarded as a prime value
and that means that the individual reigns
supreme. Whatever anyone wants to do-within
the law, of course-is their own business and
no one else has any right to say anything about
their choices. Individualism runs deep in
American values. But clearly it is a value that
arises from a democratic worldview, not a
Christian one. It is not Christian to say that
what I choose to do is of no concern to anyone
else. Just because I can buy it does not mean
that it is right for me to buy it. Just because I
can buy a gas-guzzling SUV does not mean
that it is morally right for me to do so, even if
I do not complain about high gasoline prices.
The same is true for housing: just because I
can afford a big house does not mean that it is
morally right for me to buy one.
What was missing in the talk show was
any concern for Christian values. I have time
to only deal with three briefly: stewardship,
community, and concern for the poor.
Individualism ignores what God says
about stewardship of resources. If I use lots
of gas in my SUV, I am being wasteful
(assuming I do not need that type of vehicle).
It also means there will be less gasoline avail-
able at reasonable prices for those who need
it. It is our moral duty to think about others
when we make purchases.
New faculty complete semester
Cella Bosma is a new
instructor in the education
department. An elemen-
tary school teacher for
nearly twenty years, she
also taught as an adjunct
at Dordt in 1999-2000.
Darryl De Rniter is the
new men's soccer coach




De Ruiter has been a high
school Spanish teacher and
soccer coach since gradu-
ating from Dordt. He coached Dordt's soccer
team last year as an adjunct.
Carl Dragt teaches in
the social work depart-
ment. Dragt received his
M.S.W. from California
State University in May of
1993 and his B.S.W. from
Dordt College.
Kevin Eames is the
new Director of Graduate
Education and an assistant
professor of psychology.
Kevin and his family
moved from Alpharetta,
Georgia, where he served
most recently as a doctoral
intern at the University of
Georgia Counseling and Testing Center. He
received his Ph.D. in counseling psychology
from Georgia State University, his master's in
community counseling from Georgia State




replaces Tim Vos who is
on leave from the commu-
nication department for
doctoral work. Johnson, an
assistant professor of com-
munication, graduated
from Marietta College
with a B.A. in media-man-
agement and managerial economics. He
received his M.A. from Kansas State
University in 1988 in radio and television
management.
Timothy McConnel
is teaching theology this
year. McConnel received
his Ph.D. from Marquette








received his M.F.A. in
printmaking from Western
Michigan University. He
most recently worked for
PacCNC, Inc.
Pamela Hulstein is
the new director of Health
Sciences and Student
Health Services. Hulstein
received her M.S. from
Case Western Reserve
University. She recently
served as a staff nurse at
the Sioux Center
Community Hospital and
Health Center in Sioux Center.
To build a large house with rooms
that are barely used is a waste of
materials. It keeps building costs high
and resources limited so that others
who need reasonable housing cannot
afford it. When I build a new house, I
need to consider the impact it has on
others in the community. Part of lov-
ing our neighbor means that we con-
sider what OUI purchases do to others.
To say that my building a big new
house makes jobs for others is hardly
adequate because plenty of other
work needs to be done, such as hous-
ing for the poor.
When I mention concern for the
poor, I mean two things. First, if we
freely buy whatever we can afford,
we are likely to spend so much on
ourselves that there is nothing left to
give to those in need. Second, and this is just
as important, if we freely buy whatever we
want, the cost of those resources-such as
energy and materials-will go so high that the
poor who need those resources will not be
able to afford them. That is not right.
I have not said anything so far about
resources running out. But read again the Old
Testament. God gave careful instructions for
use of the land. God insisted on obedience.
Notice that He said when the people were
obedient, the land would yield its harvest. But
if they disobeyed God, there would be no rain
and the land would be barren. That principle
remains in effect today. God has not changed;
he wants us to be good stewards of all the
gifts He has given. Loving our neighbor
shows obedience as well as our concern for
community, and those who have the ability to
work and earn money have a duty to give to
the poor. The poor are there so that we can
demonstrate the love of God.
Rush Limbaugh is sinfully wrong. Just
because you can afford it does not mean it is
morally right to do so. And, yes, what you
purchase is the business of all of us.
Charles Veenstra teaches communication.
It is our moral duty





Dordt College is seeking applications for openings beginning 2002-2003 in the
following areas:
Communication (Two-year position)
Mass communication; introductory speaking/listening
Computer Science
Generalist; computer networking background
Criminal J ustice/Sociology
Develop and teach courses in Criminal Justice; teach Sociology courses.
Edncation (Two positions)





One semester (fall or spring) full-time replacement to teach European/American History
Evaluation of applications will continue until the positions are filled. To learn
more about a position and receive application materials, qualified persons commit-
ted to a Reformed, biblical perspective and educational philosophy are encouraged
to send a letter of interest and a curriculum vitae/resume to:
Dr. Rockne McCarthy Facsimile: 712 722-4496
Vice President for Academic Affairs E-mail: vpaa@dordt.edu
Dordt College Web site: www.dordt.edu/offices/
498 4th Avenue NE academic_affairs
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697
Dordt College encourages the nominations and candidacies
of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities.
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Faculty News
I Dr. John Zwart
The professional involvements
of Dordt faculty members
outside the classroom reveal
Dordt's commitment to provide
educational leadership in the
Christian community as well
as among its own students.
By sharing these activities,
we hope to provide fellow
Christians with further
resources, ideas, and encour-
agement as they work to be of









Dr. John Zwart, physics professor, and
his former student Joel Minderhoud, who now
teaches high school science, had a brief item
published in the "Idea Bank" section of The
Science Teacher magazine. The piece is titled
"Mirror, Mirror" and appeared in the October
2001 issue of The Science Teacher.
Zwart also gave invited talks at the 2001
Association of Christian Schools International
Mid-America Region conference in St. Paul,
Minnesota, on October 18 and 19. His pre-
sentations were titled "Light Motif:
Demonstrations and Experiments with Light,"
"Zap!: Demonstrations and Experiments in
Electricity and Magnetism," and "A Hands-
On Exercise in the Scientific Method."
Dr. Del Vander Zee also gave presenta-
tions at this summer's ACSI Convention.
The first, titled "Fast Plants in the Classroom:
The Mustard Seed," was presented in two
parts, including
an introduction
to the lab system
and a follow-up
hands-on session,
to show how the
tiny mustard
seed enables stu-







Environmental Stewardship" discussed the
place of humankind within the creation.
Dr. Tom Visker, professor of health, edu-
cation, and recreation, had an article pub-
lished in the Fall 2001 issue of The Christian
School Teacher. It is titled "Beyond the
Locker Room Prayer."














Presentational L~ Jeri Schelhaas
Theatre." Dave's
were "Teaching Poetry So They Love It," and
"Writing Poetry: Imaginary Gardens and Real
Toads."
Drs. Mike Vanden Bosch and Ken
Bussema lectured in China Nov 5-9 as part
of ELlC's Visiting Scholar Lectures Series.
Bussema's topics included "Recent Research
in Higher Education," "Learning Principle
and Collaborative Action," "The Impact of
Higher Education on Moral and Civil
Responsibility," and "Assessing Student
Learning." Vanden Bosch taught poetry (see
below).
Dr. Charles Adams, dean of the natural
science division, spoke at a conference on
Christian Scholarship held at Calvin College
at the end of September. His paper, titled
"The Unity in Creation and the Bi-Directional
Character of Technological Artifacts," is
published on Calvin's website at
http://www.calvin.edu/fss/125conf/adamsch.htm .
Dr. Tony Jelsma gave presentations on
human genetic engineering and stem cell
research at a two-day conference titled
"Tinkering with Creation." The event was
sponsored by the Burlington Reformed Study
Centre in Burlington, Ontario.
On October 2, Dr. Dennis Vander Plaats
participated in a round-table discussion with
approximately twenty educators from various
CSI schools and organizations. They met in
Seattle, Washington, at the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, with Tom Vander Ark, the
chief educational consultant for the foundation.
Vander Ark described the attributes of "good
schools" as the Gates Foundation sees them.
Participants discussed the need for visionary
change in Christian high school education.
Drs. Wayne Kobes and Ron Vos gave a
presentation titled "Biblical Foundations for
Agricultural Missions" at the annual
Agricultural Missions Conference at ECHO
(Educational Concerns for Hunger
Organization) on November 13-15 in North
Fort Myers, Florida. Five students also
attended the conference.
Business Professor Scott Quatro, who
recently gained final candidacy status for the
Ph.D. in Organizational Learning and Human
Resource Development at Iowa State
University, was recently quoted in an article in
the November 5 edition of the Omaha World
Herald on "Organizational Spirituality and
Performance among Fortune 500 Firms," the
subject of his dissertation research.
Dr. John Vander Stelt spent three weeks
lecturing in Pusan and Seoul, Korea, and then
in Tokyo and Kobe, Japan, this fall. While
many of his lectures were given for students at
Kosin University and Pniel Theological
Poetry in China
Seminary lecturing on the history of reforma-
tional thinking and Christian philosophy,
Vander Stelt also preached in church services
and met with Christian educators and leaders to
discuss worldview and educational issues.
Theology Professor Tim McConnel's
review of Cornelius Van Til: Readings and
Analysis, by Greg L. Bahnsen appeared in the
















late related systems. "Resolving dynamical
features of fluidized beds from pressure fluctu-
ations" and "Use of pressure fluctuations to
validate hydrodynamic similitude in fluidized
media: bubbling beds" were written with
Robert C. Brown.
Dr. Joan Ringerwole, professor of music,
was organist for the closing service of the 26th
















young Christian schools spread throughout
countries that formerly were part of the Soviet
Union. The Conference was organized by
ACSI for its member schools in these
countries and held from November 5-9 in Kiev,
Ukraine.
Dr. John Van Dyk, director of the Center
for Educational Services, led a professional
development day on November 30 for teachers




Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and
courts,! Given to redeem the human mind
from error,! There were no need of arsenals
or forts ...." Against the backdrop of Sep-
tember ll, we could agree that Longfellow's
ideas were, sadly, wishful thinking.
They also heard from his "Psalm of Life":
"Life is real, life is earnest!/ And the grave is
not its goal;/ Dust to art, to dust returneth,!
Was not spoken of the sou!," and already
they had heard more of Longfellow than
most American college students, and loved
him.
On the third day we read Robert Frost's
rural poems. An American teacher, there for
the year, joined me in reading two of Frost's
poems, "Home Burial" and "The Death of
the Hired Man." The students, three-to-one
women, were glad to see that the women in
both poems were more sensitive characters
than their frostier husbands.
.Dr. EI\Ian »rue
Mike Vanden Bosch
Duringthe first, week in November200 I, I was invited by JilanUniversity in Changchun, People's
Republic of China, to lecture on five
American writers. My students were mainly
Chinese graduate students in literature.
The topic of my first day was "The Music
in Poe's Poetry," so with seventy students we
read aloud Poe's "Bells," "Annabel Lee,"
and "The Raven," to name a few. Our
"music" had a slightly Chinese tone.
The second day I fouud the students eager
to understand some of John Greenleaf
Whittier's poems expressing his Quaker
pacifism and his opposition to slavery.
Among other poems, we then read Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow's "The Arsenal at
Springfield,' in which he writes, "Were half
the power that fills the world with terror,!
_~,""" """''' ",,,,", Wi'" ~"""" ""'" _
Lloyd Den Boer
On the last day we read and saw a film on
O'Connor's "The Displaced Person"-not an
easy story because of its many allusions to
O'Connor's faith, but these students gamely
searched like detectives for dues for mean-
ings beyond the plot.
On the morning that T flew out, ten students
came to my hotel to say goodbye. Two of
them rode with me to the airport. One, whose
American name was Paul, asked, "What is
your purpose in life?" Dordt students, likely
assuming the answer, had never asked me the
question in precisely those words, bot T told
him briefly. Then he said sadly, "Sometimes I
feel no purpose in my life." I wished I could
pass purpose to him like potatoes but the
loudspeaker was shouting "Last call for
boarding." I gave him a hug and said good-
bye. The big questions always Come when





Teammates end long and
~!!y~cessfulcareers in volleyball
Ifyou asked Dordt athletes what theirsecrets to success are, hard work wouldmost likely be number one on their list.
Seniors AJ. Lefever and Darci Wassenaar
would probably add that being friends with
your teammates also helps. They should know.
Lefever and Wassenaar have been playing vol-
leyball together since the 7th grade.
"It's been tons of fun playing with AJ. all
these years," says Wassenaar. Not only does
she enjoy their friendship, she also thinks
playing with the same person for so long has
improved her play. Lefever agrees. "She has
really helped me improve my volleyball
skills," she says. "She always pushes me to
play my hardest and best."
Volleyball isn't all fun and games, however.
There's a lot of work involved as well. During
the season they practice nearly two hours
every day of the week, plus games. They do
not seem to mind the time commitment,
though. According to Wassenaar, "You get out
of it what you put into it. If I put more time
into practicing, then I will get more out of it."
And volleyball doesn't affect their studies
negatively, they claim. "It helps me be more
responsible and more organized," says
Wassenaar. "I've been playing volleyball so
long that I'm used to it by now." Lefever says
she does better in her classes during volleyball
season. "During volleyball I'm always trying
to work ahead." Keeping in contact with her
professors helps, too.
With all the time devoted to practicing, one


























Defenders' defeat at nationals on November
30 marked the last college game they would
play together.
Just because they are moving on to different
things doesn't mean that volleyball won't have
a place in their lives. Both Lefever and
Wassenaar hope to continue playing after they
graduate. And they both say that volleyball
has taught them things that they can take into
all walks of life. "Volleyball has shown me
Notable Volleyball
Stats
Dordt Record .... 148-28
Four Conference
Championships
.. 1998, 1999 in the South
Dakota Iowa Conference




Three Elite Eight finishes
at National Tournament
how to work with others," says Wassenaar. "I
am just thankful for the opportunity to use my
God-given ability to bring Him the glory."
Lefever is a social work major. After she
graduates, she hopes to work with mentally
handicapped people. Wassenaar is a P.E.
major, as part of the secondary education pro-
gram. Her plans, she says, are "up in the air,"
but she hopes to be able to coach a volleyball
team some day.










Men's soccer team rallies
The Dordt Defender men's soccer teamended the 200 I season with an improved
record, reeling off nine wins in their first twelve
games before ending the season at 10-9. The
2001 season was a turnaround year, hopefully
providing the foundation for years to come.
Of the Defenders' nine losses, five were by
one goal. The Black and White advanced to the
Great Plains Athletic Conference semifinals
before being eliminated by eventual conference
tournament champion and national tournament
qualifier, Hastings College.
Six Dordt College men's soccer players
were awarded Great Plains Athletic Conference
honors this season with John Hansel, a senior
from Sioux City, being named to the all-confer-
ence first team. Travis Burgers, a junior from
Sioux Falls, and Ben Bieri from Berthoud,
Colorado, were both included on the GPAC sec-
ond team. Beau Bosma, Eric Segaar, and Nick
Wissink were all given honorable mention for
their play in the conference.
Women's soccer reaches
tournament play
Awinning streak of five games at the end ofSeptember helped spring the Dordt Lady
Defender soccer team to a 10-10 record this fall
and a berth in the Great Plains Athletic
Conference semifinals. They were beaten by
Dana College, the eventual conference tourna-
ment champion. The Dordt women's soccer
team has never had a losing season in its six
years of existence.
Five of Coach Steve Westra's players were
honored when the All Great Plains Athletic
Conference teams were announced at the end of
Winter 2002
the season. Meghan Graham, a junior from
Lawrence, Kansas, and Julie VanDerKooi, a
senior from Chino, California, were both named
to the conference's first team while Janna Brink,
Liz Dykstra, and Karen Vreeman were all
named to the second team.
Cross Country teams have
perfect fall for running
Nearly perfect fall weather allowed theDordt men's and women's cross country
teams to get their seasons in unhindered. The
men started the season with a bang, winning the
Dordt Invite with twenty-four team points,
while the women also had their best team finish
on the same day with a second place finish.
Both the men's and women's teams
advanced to the regional finals in Lincoln,
Nebraska. The men finished seventh, the
women finished eighth.
Golf team completes fall
portion of season
The Dordt golf team typically finds itself bat-tling the weather during the fall portion of
its season. This year was an exception. Showing
steady improvement throughout the season,
the Defenders laid the groundwork for a
strong second half of the season, which will
resume April 4.
Mike Roetman recorded the low round of
the fall for the Defenders when he carded a sev-
enty at the University of Sioux Falls Invite.
Roetman also shot a hole-in-one in a tourna-
ment at the Dakota Dunes in Sioux City.
The Defenders will play in five more regular
season meets when the season resumes in April.
The loss concluded aVolleyball team reaches
quarter-finals at nationals
The 2001 volleyball season concluded for theDordt Lady Defenders in the quarterfinal
round of the NAIA National Tournament in
West Palm Beach, Florida, as the Lady
Defenders were beaten by number one rated
Columbia College, Missouri.
The loss concluded a season that saw the
Lady Defenders go 37-6 with five of their losses
coming from teams that finished their season in
the Elite Eight at the National Tournament. The
season also concluded a four-year run for AJ.
Lefever and Darci Wassenaar in which the Lady
Defenders went 148-28, with three trips to the
National Tournament. All three of those trips
resulted in Elite Eight berths.
Wassenaar and Lefever were Great Plains
Athletic Conference first team picks and were
named to the All Region IV team. Wassenaar
was also honored at the conclusion of the
national tourna- ~------ .....---;::-==_--~....,""'~~~..,
ment by being
















season that saw the
Lady Defenders go 37-6
with five of their losses
coming from teams that
finished their season in




Notes from the Alumni Office
www.dordt.edu
Are you online? Research shows
that ninety-five percent of alumni who
graduated from college between 1995
and 2000 have access to the Internet;
ninety-three percent have a permanent
e-mail address. We have e-mail addresses
for only one-third of our alumni. Have
you checked out Dordt's website? The
research says that fifty-seven percent of
these alumni have visited their alma
mater's website; forty percent of them have
bookmarked the site.
To keep up on what's going on at
Dordt, find out what Dordt events might
be happening in your area, locate lost
roommates, or just generally stay in
touch, you can't beat the website. Here's
what one alum had to say about recent
online contacts. "Thank you so much
for providing e-mail addresses of alumni
on the Dordt website. I was able to
contact a long-lost friend because of it.
Please add OUf names to the e-mail
directory. "
Providing your e-mail address automati-
cally subscribes you to our monthly e-mail
newsletter. It's a great way to keep up
"between Voices.'''One alum told us, "I
really enjoy reading the Dordt E-News.
This is one e-mail I like to receive." Join
the ranks of online alumni and log on to
www.dordt.edu.





Helen (De Groot) Bonnema '69
Orange City, Iowa
Nancy (De Wit) Meendering '92
Sioux Center, Iowa
Tammy (Schouten) Rozenboom '85





Ithappened again recently. This time therequest came from a granting agencyfrom which Dordt was seeking support.
It said, "Briefly describe the
accomplishments of your
alurrmi."
, "How do I begin to tell
the accomplishments of
12,000 alumni in this two-
inch space?" I wondered.
My answer could determine
whether or not we were
awarded the grant. It was
obvious that a representative
sampling of alumni accom-
plishments would have to
suffice-and was probably
what was being asked for.
Having determined that, I
was still at a loss as to how




I could mention some of our education
graduates who've been honored as teachers
or principals of the year. But what about all
the others who may be just as competent
and committed, but who haven't been rec-
ognized beyond their classroom?
I could refer to the handful of clergy
whose accomplishments have gained
national prominence for them. But are the
accomplishments of our graduates in the
pastorate who quietly and faithfully
minister to their congregations any less
noteworthy?
Are the achievements of someone
who builds a successful business or
occupies a strategflt leadership position
in a large multi-national corporation more
significant than the accountant or assistant
whose reliable work is critical to the
business's success? Or what of the
graduate who brings his business expertise
to the non-profit agency that serves people
in need? Aren't those accomplishments
worth noting?
Perhaps the alumni who are making an
impact in their profession as physicians,
surgeons, optometrists, dentists, ought to
make the list. But what of those profes-
sional social workers whose efforts among
the neediest of needy often go unnoticed?
Or the graduate who takes a break from a
career, or sets it aside entirely to give full
attention to family? Which of these accom-
plishments ought to be described to the
granting agency?
In the end, space permitted me to sub-
mit only a short list of alumni accomplish-
ments. I wish I could have listed more, but
I was encouraged and grateful that it repre-
sented in a small way some of the ways




Alumni Council expands by six members
Region 2
Becky (Van De Griend) Graves '99
Columbia Heights, Minnesota
Rose (Vander Plaats) Van Engen '77
Spicer, Minnesota
The Alumni Council is a small grouprepresenting the interests of thealumni to the college. We think they
are also representative of the alumni body-
representing the geographic and age diversi-
ty of the whole. Six individuals have been
newly elected to the council.
Region 3
















currently attending Dordt and two daughters
who previously attended.
Region 4







Doug Van Andel '76
Lynden, Washington
Karen (Wiersma) Kooistra '81
Lynden, Washington
Andy Schuttinga ('97) recently left his
position as a family therapist to become an
academic advisor in the College of
Engineering at Iowa State University. He is
married to Bethany (Baker, '97). Andy
enjoys reading and listening to music, and




















Glenda (Vande Kamp) Kragt '72
Bradenton, Florida
Rhonda (Huizenga) Vogelzang '76
Jericho, Vermont
12 Voice
parents of three sons, all of whom have













two who are cur-
rently attending Dordt. Doug also serves on
the Lynden Christian School board.
Karen (Wiersma) Kooistra ('81) lives in
Lynden, Washington, with her husband,
Les, and their two children. She works
part-time as a bookkeeper and is active










She and her hus-
band, Tom ('79),
have three sons.
The youngest is a
freshman at Dordt.
Alumni Council will meet
during Homecoming
The alumni council meets on campus
annually during Homecoming weekend.
In addition to carrying out their roles as
advocates in their own communities, the
council members will provide leadership
for a couple of projects in the near future.
We're looking forward to moving ahead
with plans that were approved several
years ago to convert the former president's
home to an alumni guest house/center.
We envision renovating the home to
accommodate alumni and other campus
guests for overnight stays, providing a
place to display college memorabilia,
and creating a home-like atmosphere
for small meetings and receptions.
The council will also develop plans to
salvage items from the SUB and sell them
as a fundraiser for the alumni scholarship
program. What would the mailbox that
held those important letters from home be
worth to you? Or how about one of the
"Dordt red" bricks as a keepsake? If a
sentimental memento of your college
years doesn't appeal to you, consider
that a purchase provides additional funds
for the alumni scholarship. The alumni
association awards scholarships to junior
students whom the council determines
to be excellent representatives of Dordt's
mission. Unfortunately, our scholarship
has not kept pace with increasing tuition
costs. The alumni council's long-term goal
is to see a significant increase in the
endowment that funds the alumni
scholarship. The SUB salvage project
is a first step toward that goal.
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AlumniSpotlight
Walhof's publishing experience leads to career
in printing and leadership roles in church
Sonya Jongsma Knauss
Karen Walhof knew already as a stu-dent at Dordt that she wanted to gointo publishing. She enjoyed her
work on the Diamond immensely, and she
took as many writing courses as she could
since no journalism or communication major
was offered at the time. It didn't take long
for her to find her niche and start down the
path that was to lead to her owning a suc-
cessful publishing business.
Two weeks after graduating from Dordt,
Walhof moved to Minneapolis to work as an
editorial assistant for the Lutheran church's
Augsburg Publishing House. During her
time there, she worked as associate editor,
editor, senior editor, audio producer, and
video producer. She helped produce the
Lutheran Book of Worship used in many
Lutheran churches today.
Walhof says her experiences at Dordt
prepared her to work on the worship materi-
als. "My liberal arts education was a real
asset in my work at Augsburg,' she says. "I
had played organ in church and had taken a
few music classes at Dordt." She believes
this experience contributed to her being
asked to work on the Lutheran Book of
Worship.
"Dordt also gave me an overall view that
work isn't just something you do to earn a
paycheck," she says, "but that it is part of
your calling as a Christian, and therefore it
has a different dimension than just putting in
your eight hours a day. I learned that from
my parents, too, but certainly it was rein-
forced at Dordt."
While she worked for Augsburg
Publishing, the church's two publishing
houses merged and becarne Augsburg
Fortress Publishers. Walhof was asked to
move to Chicago and manage the publishing
house office that was responsible for print-
ing and distributing all resources to the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America's
11,000 churches.
Five years later, Augsburg Fortress hired
a new CEO whose perspective on its mis-
sion and business led the publishing house
in a very different direction, so she decided
to start her own business in Minneapolis.
"The Lord has certainly led me into new
adventures in publishing and printing," she
says. "It seemed like one step prepared me
for the next step every time. Going to
Chicago was an important step in the learn-
ing and training so I could manage this
company." She currently owns and manages
Color Printing Specialists, a business she
bought with a partner, Leonard Flachman,
who also formerly worked for Augsburg
Fortress. They also own Kirk House
Publishers, a niche publisher that has put
out forty titles covering a wide variety of
topics. One book that has garnered national
attention recently is Letters from a Peasant,
a book written by a farmer who writes a
column for Successful Farming magazine.
Walhof says her business offered a natu-
ral opportunity to start a publishing house,
because it had all the necessary printing
equipment on site. And she enjoys knowing
that she is helping people share their ideas
with a broader audience.
"All of the publishers-big, medium
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church publishers-are very careful about
the number of titles they publish, so writers
with a limited audience or a small publica-
tion quantity don't often get a second look,"
she says. "We can help them get their publi-
cations produced and distributed."
The two businesses will split at the end
of the year, and Flachman will manage Kirk
House full-time while Walhof takes full
responsibility for managing Color Printing
Specialists.
Walhof enjoys printing because of the
almost instantaneous, tangible results. "Two
days after starting something, you can hold
it in your hand, know it's well done and
meets your customer's needs, and be pleased
with how it looks." She says it's a challenge
to keep up with changing technology and
changing expectations about how fast some-
thing can be produced.
While Augsburg Publishing helped
Walhof get a start in her present successful
business career, it also changed the way she
thought about worship and church. During
her work there, she decided to join the
Lutheran church and is now an active mem-
ber and leader in the Lutheran Church of the
Good Shepherd in Miuneapolis.
"I was captivated by the liturgy and the
heritage of worship," Walhof said of the
Lutheran church. She especially appreciated
the lectionary readings every Sunday,
because liturgical churches throughout the
world were all focusing on the same passage
on the same day.
Walhof also appreciated the way she as a
woman was able to use her talents in the
church. She has been an active member of
her large congregation and at various times
has held positions on the stewardship, mis-
sion, and worship boards. She was also
elected president of the congregation, during
which time she chaired council and congre-
gational meetings.
Walhof has recently been elected to chair
the Board of the Division of Congregational
Ministries, which is responsible for giving
congregations throughout the country
resources to use in worship, evangelism,
education, youth ministry, social ministry,
and stewardship.
"I hope in the next couple of years we
can help congregations know more about
what is available to help them in various
ministries," she says. "We need to give
After years working as an editor for Augsburg Fortress Publishers, Karen wafhof now owns
and manages her own business, Color Printing Specialists.
people the resources, but also show them
how to use them. People are so busy these
days that we need to help them work quickly
and efficiently. II
Looking back, Walhof describes her
career and church work as following "a
pretty steady path." She says that between
publishing and involvement in her church,
her life stays very busy and interesting. "It's
amazing how the Lord prepares us for the






the busy emergency room at Victoria General
Hospital, and Irene is seeking work in the
office/accounting field. Irene left her job as
business administrator at Bulkley Valley
Christian School in Smithers, British
Columbia, after four years.
Jack and Kelly Benthem (' 86) adopted a
son, Michael Qiaodi, from China in May.
They live in Colorado Springs, Colorado,




Jake Ritzema ('74) has become an
ordained pastor-in the Christian Reformed
Church. The ordination service took place at
German Valley CRC, German Valley, Illinois,
in October.
Diane Foulks (ex '86) began a career as
a programmer/analyst with the University of
California in San Diego. She also received
her B.S. degree in Information Systems from
the College of Business in San Diego State
University. Diane lives in La Jolla,California,
with her husband, Rick, and her two sons,
Isaiah and Seth.
Dan and Irene (Bandstra,' 86) Schat and
their three children, Ellen, Emily and Joel,
have recently moved to beautiful Victoria,
B.C. Dan is working as a registered nurse in
Randy Meyer ('87) and his wife,
Marsha live near Sioux Center with their
infant daughter, Emily. Randy works at Sioux
Biochemical in research and development.
They also raise Suffolk sheep.
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e-mail
Over 4000 alumni have sent us
their e-mail addresses. We would
like to receive still more, as we
hope to use this tool to improve
communication with and among
alumni. If you want to contact
us bye-mail, the address is
alumni@dordt.edu. And check out
the alumni e-mail directory,
announcements, and information
available on the alumni pages of
the Dordt website:
www.dordt.edu.
Send us your news
Your friends and classmates
would love to hear about what's
happening in your life. Drop a
note to: Voice
Dordt College
498 4th Ave NE
Sioux Center, Iowa,
51250





vi!llGritters (' 89) works as a systemsi ,_,
tor Universal Forest Products in Grand
~chfg~Be and his wife, Marcia
iVa aren:r89j'Tite in Grandville, Michigan,
with their five sons: Matthew,ll; Keith,lO;
Ryan, 8; Daniel,S; and Garett, I.
Sam and Shelbi (Anderson) Gesch ('92, ex
'93) moved to Oostburg, Wisconsin. Sam is
surrently;eaching Spanish at Sheboygan
County Chrisfian High School. Shelbi stays
home with their-daughter, Elanor Maia, I. The
!1t' ..•.... ~
Gesches have lived in Dallas, Texas; Des
Moines, Iowa; and Walnut Creek, California,
during the past seven years, during which time
Shelbi worked as a graphic artist and Sam
earned a master's degree in linguistics and
taught.
David Klompien ('93) was recently ordained
in the Cloverdale URC in Boise, Idaho. David
and his wife, Angela, live in Jerome, Idaho,
where they work at the United Reformed
Church of the Magic Valley, a church plant of
the United Reformed Church.
Dennis and Carolyn (Kloosterhof,'9S)
Hadden live in Bradenton, Florida, with their
children Adrianna and Erika, 4; Julia, 3; Daniel,
18 months; and Nathan, five months.
Marriages
Micah and Shannon (De Wit) Schreurs
('97, '97) live in Sheldon Iowa, where Micah
has joined the law practice of Wolff, Whorley,
De Hoogh & Thompson. Shannon teaches piano
lessons and stays home with their two children,
Caleb, 2, and Joya , two months.
Jason and Kristi (Visser,'97) Grande live in
Escondido, California. Kristi works as an
administrative assistant to the director of min-
istry at the ROCK Church in San Diego, and
Jason works for Superior Ready Mix.
After a semester's hiatus, Rohh Vander Stoel
('97) plans to return to China in January to
teach English on the university level rather than
in elementary school. Robb will be working in
the Tibetan capital of Lhasa. He is presently
committed to teaching through 2004, although
he is considering turning that commitment into
a career-long stint, he says.
Brad and Erika (Rozeboom,'98) Schelling
recently moved to Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
after living in Oak Harbor, Washington, for
three years. Brad is a youth pastor, and Erika
stays at home with their son, Josiah.
Colleen Evenhouse ('00) is currently
attending the University of Iowa, working on




at Iowa high school
volleyball tournament
Three Dordt alums and former volleyball
players met at the state high school volley-
ball tournament in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in
November, two of them across the court
from each other in the championship game,
Janna (Bouma) Van Donge ('99) and
Tammi (Van Kley) Veerbeek ('96) led their
2A teams from Unity Christian High School
in Orange City, Iowa, and Western Christian
High School in Hull, Iowa, in a classic
championship match that was anyone's
game until the final minutes in the fifth
game rally scoring. Sue (Dykstra) Kooima's
('97) Rock Valley High School team was
the runner-up in class IA. Iowa has three
classes in volleyball,
Russell and Mary (Oosterhouse) Vander
Molen ('00,'99) moved to De Motte, Indiana,
this summer where Russ teaches junior high
mathematics, science, and Bible at De Motte
Christian. "Mo" stays home to care for their
baby, Mason.
Recognize these students from the late seventies? Send us an e-mail if you can identify the people or tell us the
year in which this photograph was taken.
Regional .Alumni Events
Concert Choir Spring Tour
The fifty-voice Concert Choir heads East
for their Spring Break Tour. They are eager
to share their music with alumni and friends
who live a distance from the college.
March 14-Fulton, TIlinois




March 19-5t. Catharines, Ontario




Preliminary plans are in the making for
SALT ll-our second Service And Learning
Trip, While fmal dates are not yet set,
history professor Paul Otto will serve as
our guide to New York City and the Dutch-
American connection between the Old
World and the New World. The week-long
event, likely to be scheduled in mid to late
Mayor early June 2003, will include service
opportunities as well as the opportunity to
meet other Dordt alumni and friends.
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Anna Marie De Jong (' 87) and Steve Vidusic,
7/7/01
Darlene De Vries ('94) and Chris
VanStaalduinen, 11/21/01
Lance Gritters ('01) and Nicole Bolluyt ('96),
7/21/01
Adele Koekkoek ('96) and Michael Leach,
10/20/01
Jack Du Mez ('96) and Kristin Kobes ('97),
5112/01
Kristi Visser (' 97) and Jason Grande, 8/3/0 I
Lisa Koning ('98) and Dan Vos ("99), 6/23/01
Ryan Noteboom ('99) and Jennifer Van
Mersbergen ('99), 7/28/01
Daniel Obbink ('99) and Tanya Vander Kooi
('99), 10/20100
Jason Rens and Teresa Van Den Broek ('00),
9/27/01
Michelle Oppeneer ('00) and John Dudley,
7/28/01
In Memory ---
Carissa Anne Addink , daughter of Joe and
Annette (Crabtree) Addink ('95,'94), died
shortly before birth on November 21, 2001.
Friends of Dordt Dinners
Good friends, good food, good fellow-
ship. That's what's in store at a Friends of
Dordt dinner. Our final set of dinners this
year takes us to the Southwest United States,
While final dates and locations are pending,
if you live in the vicinity of Phoenix,
Arizona, or Escondido or Chino, California,
a Friends of Dordt dinner is coming to your
area on one of these dates: April 11-13.
We hope to see you there.
Europe Tour
There's still time to get in on next summer's
European tour options, Case and Aly Boot will
be your guides through the Netherlands and the
Heart of Europe, Reserve your seat by March
31 to guarantee the best price.
2002
Sche,dule afcistenl$8 weac,clalm, ,
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Friday, February 1


























7:00 p.fiItOa1;c\ ~odll i~•.Qoncert
- B.~L+lIilli\ Auditorium.
• 8:30 p.mce.Crearfl Social
- UB
Coffee House







Jean Vreeman ('79) will carry the Olympictorch as it moves through Alaska thismonth.
Jean's daughter Andrea found out that
Coca-Cola was an Olympic sponsor and
decided to visit the website and nominate her
mom to be a torchbearer. To persuade the
judges to pick her mom, Andrea told them
"we kids are neglected for three weeks
straight every two years because my mom
can't be pulled away from the Olympic
coverage."
Jean was chosen from more than 210,000
people nominated inAlaska. Zach Vreeman, a
senior at Dordt said, ''I'm sure that my sister's
nomination was truthful in how much she
likes the Olympics. It's a huge thing for her."
On the morning of January 24, Jean and
her husband, Steve, will attend a special
breakfast for all of the runners. Jean will carry
the torch two-tenths of a mile before handing
it off to one of the other thirty Alaskans par-
ticipating.
Since only the flame is passed between
runners, Vreeman will get to keep her
Olympic torch. Usually, runners have to
buy their torches, but since Vreeman is
sponsored by Coca-Cola, she won't have to
pay the nearly $400 for the torch.
"I'm sure it will have a prominent place in
our house forever," says Zach.
The Olympic torch has never made an
appearance in Alaska because the state is
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not connected with the other states, but
this year the flame will be taken from Seattle,
Washington, to Juneau and then
back to Washington. The torch is carried a
total of sixty-five days and 13,500 miles
and will visit forty-six states.
"I'm very proud of my mom and
incredibly happy that she gets this chance that
very few people do," says Zach.
Taken from an article in the Diamond,





Our popular one-week summer







David and Heidi (HoeDinger) Brauning ('81,'84) Oliver David, 10118/01
Jim and Brenda (Gritters) Regnerus ('83,'84), Ellie Mae, 11/8/01
Mick and Judy (Van Gelder) Vanden Bosch ('85, '87), Ciana Jo, 9111101
Jack and Kelly Benthem ('86), Michael Qiaodi, 7/22/01
Warren and Susan (Konynenbelt, '86) Elgersma, Natalie Kate, 7/20101
Randy and Marsha Meyer ('87), Emily Ann, 7110/01
Robert and Lisa (Kooima, ' 87) Nilsson, Eden Rose, 10/24/01
Curtis and Valerie (Pruim,'87) Claerbaut, Javier Daniel, 8/30/01, adopted 11/8/01
Bruce and Elaine (Prins) Wind ('87,'88), Logan Bruce, 4/26/01
Kevin and Kim Bolt ('88), Molly Jae, 9/13/01
Greg and Kathy (Rus) Van Soelen ('88,'88), Eden Leigh, 11115/01
Michael and Ellen (Wiersma,'89) r~~~'-~---""",-----==--:---",
De Vries, Jenelle Grace, Aaron
Michael, Kyle John, 10115/01
John and Kristen (Soodsma, '90)
Gibbons, Jacob Wendell,
10/30.01
Rich and Carmen (Klungel. '90),
Lodewyk, Georgia Grace,
9/29/01
Kelly and Charlene (Medenblik)
Homan ('90,'92), Josiah Kole,
9/29/01
Case and Marjan Van De Graaf
('91), Peter Comelis, 11/3/01
Mark and Pam (Postma,'91)
Beckner, Luke Kenneth,
11/9/01
Dale and Amy (Van Maanen) Vander Berg ('91,'91), Ross Ethan, 1116/01
Jay and Lydia (Grossmann) Kroese ('91, '93), Claire Abigail, 2120/01,adopted 3124/01
Mark and Brenda Drost ('92), Lexie Payton, 3123/01
Darin and LInda (Visser) Dykstra ('92,'92), Micah. 8/4/01
Curtis and Robbyn Horstman ('92), Abbigail Marie, 4/3/01
Matt and Marybeth (Cooper, '92) Steigenga, Elizabeth Joan, 11/12/01
Kurt and Kristin (Rynders,'92) De Kock, Jesse Dean, 7/28/01
Randy and Daphne (Schiphoff,'92) Bremer, Dalten Lee, 11/16/01
Sam and Shelbi (Anderson) Gesch ('92,'93), Elanor Maia, 6/7/00
Brian and Michelle (Follette, '93) Deinken, Ashley Joy, 7/12/01
Tony and Robyn (Bosma, '93) Hamstra, Jonathan Geimer, 10120/01
David and Angela Klompien ('93), Micah David, 10/16/2001
Mark and Amy (Verhoef,'93) Haken, Matthew James, 9/5/01
Steve and Brenda (Prins) Walhof ('93, '93), Samuel Curtis, 5/15/01
Jeff and Cher (De Jong) Kooiman ('93,'94), Katherine Anne and Elizabeth Renee, 8124/01
Gerald and Sharon (Vander Kruk) Kodde ('94, '94), Caleb Josiah, 6/6/01
Steve and Melissa (Westra) Bloemhof ('94,'93), Caleb, 8/9/01
Jay and Wendy (Kuperus) Voogt ('94,'95), Cassandra Elizabeth, 12/1/01
Patrick and Julie (Vanderploeg) Krommendyk ('94, '96), Brenna Rae, 8/14/01
TIm and Andrea (De Young) Sheridan ('95, '94), Clara Jane. 8/28/01
Shawn and Janneke (Van Nieuwenhuyzen) Bakker ('95, '96), Luke Walter, 3/10/01
Henry and Janine (Pennings) Fousert ('95,'93), Lynden James and Jaden Rose, 8/3/01
Jarret and Kristi (Kooiker) Eshuis ('95, ex '95), Sarah Marie, 3/21/01
Dennis and Carolyn (Kloosterhof, '95) Hadden, Nathan Lamar, 8/17/01
Dan and Sara (Eekhoff, '95) Winterfeld, Tate Alan, 8118/01
Darren and Nicole (Christie,'96) Koser, Connor Lane, 1/29/01
Chris and Michelle (Vander Loan, '96) Hayden, Hannah Ruth, 8/8/01
Jeff and Danielle (Van Rooyen, '96) Paluska, Madelyn Danielle, 6/26/01
John and Amy (Vander May,'96) Stark, Patricia Katherine, 5/12/99
Daryl and Evelyn VanDyke ('96), Coryn Gabrielle, 9124/01
Sergei Zhavoronkov ('96) and Yelena Fedorova, Yekaterina Zhavoronkova, 12/14/99
Curt and Paula (Zwart,'96) Bollinger, Cassidy Wynn, 7122/01
Frank and Cipa (Nyenhuis) Bulk ('97, '97), Tomas Gabriel, 10/5/01
Mark and Melissa (Groen, '97) DeWitt, Tanner Allen, 8/16/01
Micah and Shannon (De Wit) Schreurs ('97, '97), Joya Shalom, 8113/01
Henry and Carrie Vander Stelt ('97), Devin Riley, 10128/01
Ryan and Valorie (Mouw) Zonnefeld ('97,'97) Jocelyn Joy, 1lI30/01
Brad and Erika (Rozeboom, '98) Schelling, Josiah James, 6/3/00
Randy and Leah (Zuidema, '98) Van Doomik, Anna Kathryn, 1012101
Brad and Angie (Ribbens) Veenstra ('98, ex '98), Emma Elaine, 6/16/01
Eric and TIffany (Brummel, '99) VanBaren, Luke Allen, 10118,01
Mike and Rachel (Mahaffy) Schippers ('00, ex '02), Gideon Michael, 10123/01
Russ and Mary (Oosterhouse,'99)Vander Molen ('00), Mason Carl, 6/5/01
The De Vries triplets, jenene, Aaron, and Michael, hold
hands at thirty-six weeks.
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Oordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and
what kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fill out the
coupon below and mail to: Alumni Association, Oordt College, 498 4th
Ave. NE, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250 or e-mail voice@dordt.edu.
D Marriage D Future Defenders DAddress Change
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